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Incandescent Gas Light Chimneys in the Flame. ROBERT 
SCHALLEK. (1. Gasbel., Ivi, 317.)-The Jena works have produced a 
new glass called ” Suprax ” for lamp chimneys. If a piece is heated 
in a pointed blast flame, till a circular spo’t is softened, then cooled, 
and the heated spot scratched with a diamond, only one sample out of 
many cracked, while all other glasses submitted to the same 
test cracked badly. Devitrification, formation of a dusty coating of 
sodium suIphate from the sulphur in the gas, and the formation o,f 
colpper red spots from particles o,f brass from the burner, are given 
as faults of the old glasses, and this new glass is stated to be much 
more resistant to similar action than any other. 

Production of Radio-active Substances from Thorium. F. 
GLASER. (Ch cm. Zeit., xxxvii, .rrog_) -The precipitation of thor- 
ium X from a thorium so’lution obtained from monazite sand with 
sulphuric acid is conditioned by the presence of lead which, as lead 
sulphate, absorbs thorium X, and thorium X may be separated from 
any thorium solutio,n containing sulphuric acid by the addition of 
a little lead acetate. Other lead salts do not behave like lead sul- 
phate in this respect, sol that by treating the radio-active lead sul- 
phate with sodium carbonate so.lutio,n, dissolving the washed residue 
in hydrochloric acid, and precipitating with hydrogen sulphide, the 
lead may be separated as sulphide, leaving thorium X in solution. 

Influence of the Sizing of Paper on the Resistance of the Text 
of Documents to Removal by Mechanical or Chemical Means. 
H. FREDERKING. (Mitt. .K. Material-Briifi-lngsnmt, xxxi, r1~5.)- 
The harder the surface sizing and the closer the surface texture of 
the paper, the more readily are written, typewritten, or stamped char- 
acters removed. A striking exception to this rule is the case of 
parchment papers, from which characters in writing ink can seldom 
be removed entirely without trace. Such papers, however, hardly 
fall within the range of practical application fo’r documents. As a 
guard against falsification, document papers should be relatively 
soft-sized. Papers sized with resin are to be preferred, from this 
point of view, to papers sized with gelatin, because certain of the 
chemical ink-removi8ng agents leave stains on resin-sized papers. 
The prejudice against typewriting for documents is scarcely justified, 
since many brands of modern typewriter ribbons give characters as 
difficult to remove as characters written in ink, sometimes even more 
resistant. The treatment of documents with a protective varnish is 
of little value as a safeguard against falsification: such, varnishes 
cause the spreading of typewritten or stamped characters and are 
only available for dolcuments written in ink. With hard tub-sized 
papers the varnish remains on the surface and is easily removed by 
solvents, while with softer-sized papers the protection afforded by 
the varnish is so slight that it does not compensate for the unsightly 
appearance produced. 


